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Introduction
As enterprises digitize their businesses, their digital actions create myriad data points that hold great
potential value. But, like pieces of a puzzle, you realize the real value when you integrate the data points.

Industry Convergence
The cloud data platform, an emerging paradigm that combines elements of data warehouses and data
lakes, seeks to integrate those myriad data points, generate insights, and create business value. The
cloud data platform can help enterprises create more business value than was possible with the data
warehouse or data lake on their own, because it brings together many data types, users, and use cases. It
transforms and delivers data to business intelligence (BI) and data science tools, as well as applications
that embed BI and data science algorithms. The cloud data platform thus provides a common repository
to support the overlapping worlds of BI, data science, and applications.
Figure 1 illustrates the convergence of data warehouse and data lake elements into the cloud data
platform. Some vendors and practitioners also call this concept the data lakehouse or unified
analytics platform.
Figure 1. Convergence of the Data Warehouse and Data Lake into the Cloud Data Platform
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Each cloud data platform combines a mix of the following elements.
From the data warehouse:

> Ability to query and transform data, for example using structured query language (SQL) commands.
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> Ability to update records—for example, related to financial transactions—with ACID compliance. This
maintains the validity of inter-related records by ensuring changes are atomic, consistent, isolated,
and durable.

> Support for BI or other analytics tools that query data, for example using a semantic layer that
presents data in business terms and structures.

> Governance capabilities such as data quality checks, data masking, and role-based access controls.
From the data lake:

> Classification of various types of data as objects, each of which has an identifier and metadata.
> Support for multiple analytics methods. These include SQL queries, data science modeling, and
search engines such as Elasticsearch.

> Support for the ecosystem of data science software, including processors such as Apache Spark,
model libraries such as TensorFlow, and model development notebooks such as Jupyter.

> An open architecture whose open data formats and open APIs enable users to move data between
tools, processors, and platforms with less effort.
Figure 2. Elements of the Cloud Data Platform
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Cloud data platforms consume cloud provider infrastructure, which includes storage and compute
resources that can scale independently of one another. A cloud data platform might run on infrastructure
from one or more of the cloud providers, such as AWS, Azure, or Google, for a given enterprise. Cloud
data platforms also might consume infrastructure on premises given the hybrid nature of many
enterprise environments. They optimize performance with capabilities such as columnar processing,
workload isolation, and lightweight indexing.
Figure 2 illustrates these core elements of a cloud data platform as they deliver data from cloud and onpremises infrastructure to analytics users, data science users, and applications.

Four Products, Four Approaches
This report explores four vendor approaches to the cloud data platform. Each offers a distinct mix of
elements, and extends their platform with additional capabilities, with a focus on structured and semistructured data.

> Data cloud. Offered by Snowflake, this approach supports analytics, data science, and data-driven
applications by running multiple workloads on one copy of data.

> SQL lakehouse. Offered by Dremio, this approach supports BI use cases by querying the object store
directly and minimizing the need for ETL copies.

> Unified analytics platform. Offered by Vertica, this approach supports analytics, data science, and
data-driven applications by applying columnar processing and other performance optimizations to
multiple copies of data.

> Index-driven data lake platform. Offered by ChaosSearch, this approach supports log analytics and
BI by using a compressed index to transform, query, and search a common data store.
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cloud supports many workloads on one or a few copies of data. The Snowflake data cloud transforms,
updates, queries, and models data objects to support analytics use cases such as BI, and data science
use cases such as machine learning (ML). Snowflake offers a variety of governance capabilities, including
role-based access controls and usage monitoring. While Snowflake encourages data sharing with its
data marketplace and data exchange, some proprietary performance capabilities are not portable and
therefore might limit data portability.
Snowflake started as a data warehouse for the cloud about a decade ago. It layered the data
transformation, update, and query capabilities of traditional data warehouses onto cloud infrastructure.
Snowflake popularized the idea that you can scale elastic storage or compute resources independently
of one another, and pay only for what you use. This enables data engineers and data analysts to optimize
performance, cost, and flexibility for BI and other analytics workloads. Snowflake continues to optimize
performance and reliability, and has extended its platform to provide similar benefits to data science
users. It also now assists the development, deployment, and operation of data-driven applications.
Snowflake operates exclusively on cloud infrastructure.

Open Architecture

Governance

Data Science
Ecosystem

SQL Lakehouse
Analytics
Data Science
Applications
Dremio offers a SQL lakehouse
that helps mid-sized and large
Dremio
enterprises streamline the
Semantic Layer
environment they need to support
analytics use cases, BI in particular,
Query
Model
Search
improving ease of use and reducing
storage and compute cost. The SQL
Update (ACID)
Transform
lakehouse transforms, updates, and
Data Objects
queries data objects, then presents
the results to BI tools through
a consolidated semantic layer.
Dremio’s consolidated semantic layer replaces individual semantic layers within different BI tools. This
improves governance by providing a consistent view of all data in the object store. Dremio also fosters an
open architecture via open data formats and open APIs.
Dremio streamlines the analytics environment by applying SQL queries directly to the object store rather
than the ETL copies that traditional data warehouses need to ensure performance. Dremio minimizes the
need for ETL copies by optimizing performance in other ways, for example, with columnar processing,
query precomputation, data caching, and workload isolation. With this streamlined environment, data
engineers and data analysts can support high-performance analytics workloads on fewer copies of
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data. Dremio is enhancing its platform to provide similar benefits to data scientists. It operates on cloud
infrastructure or on premises.

Open Architecture

Governance

Data Science
Ecosystem

Unified analytics platform
Analytics
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Applications
Vertica offers a unified analytics
platform that helps midsized
Vertica
and large enterprises improve
Semantic Layer
performance and compute
efficiency for analytics and data
Query
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Search
science use cases, machine
learning (ML) in particular, as well
Update (ACID)
Transform
as data-driven applications. Vertica
Data Objects
transforms, updates, queries,
and models data objects, then
presents the results to analytics or
data science tools. Vertica provides an open architecture via open APIs and open data formats, and
helps govern data with role-based access controls and data masking. It also supports an ecosystem
of data science tools, and enables data science teams to build, train, and operationalize ML models
within their platform. Finally, Vertica helps developers embed Vertica analytics software into their
data-driven applications. Vertica supports cloud, SaaS, multi-cloud, hybrid, and on-premises
infrastructure.
Vertica started about 15 years ago as a high-performance analytics database based on columnar and
massively parallel processing. To optimize compute efficiency, Vertica creates distinct data copies for
distinct workloads, accepting higher storage needs as the price of higher performance—while offsetting
the storage requirements with compression. Vertica performance optimizations also include workload
isolation to increase concurrency without resource contention. Together these capabilities help database
administrators (DBAs), data warehouse managers, data engineers, data analysts, and data scientists
analyze high volumes of data while still meeting SLAs and budget requirements.
ChaosSearch
ChaosSearch offers an index-driven data lake platform that helps mid-sized and large enterprises
increase the scale of their log analytics and BI workloads without incurring too many expensive compute
cycles. It transforms, queries, and searches data objects to support analytics use cases such as log
analytics and BI. ChaosSearch presents the results to analytics tools; and feeds log alerts to incident
management and collaboration tools. The ChaosSearch platform supports open data formats as part of
an open architecture, and offers basic governance elements such as role-based access controls.
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ChaosSearch
which underpins the popular openSemantic Layer
source ELK stack (comprising the
open-source tools Elasticsearch,
Query
Model
Search
Logstash, and Kibana). With
Update (ACID)
Transform
ChaosSearch’s highly compressed
index, ITOps, DevOps, or CloudOps
Data Objects
engineers can analyze more IT
logs faster in order to manage the
performance and reliability of their IT infrastructure. ChaosSearch also now supports SQL queries, which
helps data analysts process more data, faster, and thereby sharpen their insights. It intends to extend its
platform to provide similar benefits to data science users in early 2022. ChaosSearch operates on cloud
infrastructure.
We’ll take a deep dive into these products from Snowflake, Dremio, Vertica, and ChaosSearch. While they
share many elements, each product focuses on a distinct type of customer pain. By evaluating these
products, this report helps you understand the landscape of products in this emerging market segment.
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ChaosSearch
Founded: 2016
Product: ChaosSearch Data Lake Platform
Launched: 2017
CEO: Ed Walsh

Executive Summary
The ChaosSearch index-driven data lake platform helps large and midsized enterprises facing rapid data
growth maintain performance as their log analytics and BI workloads scale. The Chaos Index enables both
searches and queries on cloud object storage for a single, unified representation of data. This helps ITOps,
DevOps, CloudOps, or SecOps engineers—as well as data analysts—virtually transform, search, and query
high volumes of real-time and historical data. ChaosSearch appeals most to enterprises whose livelihoods
depend on log analytics for cloud operations. Many such enterprises struggle to support those workloads
within their budget using heritage approaches such as the ELK stack.

Company
Five years ago, serial inventor and entrepreneur Thomas Hazel identified a problem with the cloud. While
enterprises could eliminate silos by consolidating data onto cloud object stores, they lost control of the
data once it got there. They had to make ETL copies and write scripts to access data, which undermined
the economics of cloud data platforms. Enterprise data teams needed a more efficient way to transform,
query, and search all that data.
Hazel, who has sold technology and startups to the likes of Oracle and Apple, launched ChaosSearch
(then Chaos Sumo) in 2017 to address this problem. He became CTO and teamed up with then-CEO Les
Yetton and chief architect David Noblet, both partners from prior startups. That year Hazel, Yetton, and
Noblet raised $1 million seed funding, and released the Smart Object Storage service to help data teams
with mid-sized enterprises access structured and semi-structured data within their Amazon S3 object
stores. They focused on log analytics, whose massive data volumes can overwhelm traditional analytics
methods and break budgets.
ChaosSearch raised another $58 million in its Series A and Series B funding rounds from 2018 to 2020,
from investors such as Stripes, Moore Capital, and Glasswing Ventures. Ed Walsh, former general
manager of IBM’s storage division, joined the team as CEO in late 2020. ChaosSearch continues to
broaden its platform. In addition to log analytics, it also now supports SQL queries for BI workloads, and
aims to support data science workloads in 2022.
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Customers
ChaosSearch targets enterprises with large and growing cloud data volumes that need to improve the
efficiency and performance of analytics. “Ops” engineers—i.e., ITOps, DevOps, CloudOps, and SecOps
engineers that manage IT environments—need to analyze high volumes of logs that describe IT events.
They need fast and efficient log analytics to maintain stable applications, deliver software in an agile
fashion, and reduce security and governance risk. Data analysts, meanwhile, need to search and query
exploding volumes of business records, IoT signals, and other types of data to create dashboards and
reports on business operations.
ChaosSearch’s index-driven data lake platform helps these teams meet such objectives. Ops engineers
implement and use ChaosSearch because they need a fast, scalable way to analyze real-time and
historical logs without incurring cloud compute and compute costs that break the budget. ChaosSearch
sells to all verticals, especially digital enterprises whose livelihoods depend on log analytics to maintain
stable, agile, and governed cloud environments. Now ChaosSearch offers its SQL query capabilities to
both ops engineers and data analysts.
The ideal ChaosSearch customer today has hit scalability limits with log analytics. Their ELK stack
(comprising the open-source tools Elasticsearch, Logstash, and Kibana) or Amazon Athena query service
failed to process rising volumes with high enough throughput, low enough latency, or low enough
compute cost. To ease bottlenecks and stay within budgets, they reduced data retention periods,
eliminated failover environments, or throttled the throughput of their log and SQL analytics. In doing so,
they hurt the ability of their log analytics to ensure efficient, reliable IT environments. And they narrowed
the range of data available for BI use cases. Such customers welcome a more efficient and scalable
approach.

Product
The ChaosSearch index-driven data lake platform automatically indexes and stores data directly within
a customer’s Amazon S3 or Google Cloud Storage environment, enabling customers to perform direct
text search and relational analytics. ChaosSearch cleans, prepares, and virtually transforms data so users
can visually interact with data without the pain of ETL. It maintains performance at scale by creating a
physical index with 10x to 20x compression levels.
Ops engineers can use ChaosSearch to analyze the high volumes and velocities of log files that describe
the intricate workings of their IT environments on premises and in the cloud. Data analysts, meanwhile,
can use ChaosSearch to search and then query business records for BI reporting and ad-hoc analysis.
The ChaosSearch platform supports open data formats as part of an open architecture, and offers basic
governance elements such as role-based access controls. It delivers results to analytics tools, and feeds
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log alerts to incident management and collaboration tools. ChaosSearch expects to support machine
learning workloads in early 2022.
ChaosSearch differentiates itself with performance at scale, analytical flexibility, and ease of data
management.
Performance at scale
ChaosSearch supports high-performance analytics based on a new approach to indexing. It enables
ops engineers and data analysts to create a compressed physical index of all the data in an object store,
then configure their own lightweight index views on top of the physical index to support various projects
and use cases. They use those index views to transform, search, and query underlying data—and absorb
ongoing updates—without re-creating the physical index each time.
This approach offers an alternative to the Lucene index that underpins the traditional ELK stack for log
analytics. Lucene takes more space and requires repeated re-indexing, both of which consume a lot of
compute cycles. By avoiding these problems, ChaosSearch’s index-driven data lake platform maintains
query response times at higher data volumes than typically is possible with Lucene.
These latency and throughput advantages result in scalability advantages. Ops engineers and data
analysts can analyze more data, faster, at the same or lower total compute cost. They can store more
data, from more sources, for longer periods of time, which in turn makes their analytics insights more
accurate. For example, Ops engineers might resolve IT issues such as a web service outage or denial of
service attack by comparing them to similar historical events within their archived logs. Data analysts,
meanwhile, might generate reports or perform ad-hoc queries that compare trends over several years.
Because the Chaos Index can recreate data views, users can move raw data to cold storage for low-cost
retention and retrieval.
Analytical flexibility
By supporting both search and query methods—a unique combination among vendors in this report—
ChaosSearch enables users to analyze data from multiple angles while maintaining a single, unified
representation of data sets. Ops engineers can search logs to discover critical events, then query them
to correlate disparate events across the IT infrastructure. Data analysts can search SQL tables to discover
critical business records, then query them to assess trends or opportunities.
ChaosSearch also provides analytical flexibility by integrating with data teams’ preferred platforms
and tools via open APIs. It integrates with popular ELK components such as Logstash for ingestion and
Elasticsearch for analytics. It has integrated Kibana software into its interface, and delivers results to
other BI tools such as Looker to provide charts, templates, and threshold-based alerts within the user’s
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preferred interface. Underneath, the data remains within their preferred object store. ChaosSearch
supports Amazon S3 and Google Cloud today, and is working on support for Azure.
Ease of data management
ChaosSearch offers an intuitive graphical interface for users to create index views, transform data, and visualize
the results. Its Storage tab provides the complete physical index of datasets, each labeled by source and data
type, such as customer clickstream logs, marketing data, or Salesforce records within an S3 bucket. Users can
search through their datasets, then select and organize various datasets into object groups. Within the Refinery
tab, they can create many distinct index views of their object groups to support various users and use cases.
They also can virtually transform data—for example, adding columns to a given table—without forcing a reindexing process that consumes extra compute cycles. Figure 3 illustrates the creation of an index view.
Figure 3. Creation of Index View in ChaosSearch

The Analytics tab enables users to select an index view and then hunt through the data it represents. For
example, they can click on various attributes to pop up basic charts that illustrate their values. They can
present that data to their analytics tool of choice, or use ChaosSearch’s integrated Kibana software to create
visualizations. For the latter option, they start by selecting one of many visualization options. Then they
select the index view to visualize, and specify requirements such as attributes, metrics, and time interval.
They can save the resulting visualization, share it with other users, or combine it with other visualizations to
create a dashboard. Figure 4 illustrates the menu of visualization options a user can select.
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Figure 4. Visualization Menu

Pricing
ChaosSearch offers its cloud data lake platform as a managed service whose price for log analytics scales
based on volumes of ingested data. List prices start at 80 cents per average daily GB ingested over the
course of the month, with some minimum commitments but significant discounts at scale. ChaosSearch
also deploys its service in the customer’s virtual private cloud, with prices negotiated with individual
customers. Both offerings support unlimited users, queries, and data retention.

Recommendation
ChaosSearch helps ITOps, DevOps, CloudOps, and SecOps engineers analyze lots of IT logs, at scale, in
order to improve the performance, cost, and reliability of their IT and cloud environments. ChaosSearch
uses a highly-compressed index so analysts can query, and search higher volumes of structured and
semi-structured data than is possible with heritage log management platforms such as the ELK stack.
The ChaosSearch index-driven data lake platform supports BI workloads with SQL access for visualization
tools such as Looker and Tableau, with support for machine learning workloads expected in early 2022.
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The ideal ChaosSearch customer is a digitally-driven enterprise that seeks to:

> Improve the cost-performance of their log analytics and BI workloads
> Analyze complete histories of their IT logs or operational records
> Apply both search and query methods to analytics
> Retain their current analytics tools and cloud object store
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Conclusion
The cloud data platform combines data warehouse and data lake elements to help enterprises support
an explosion in both the supply of data and demand for it. By consolidating rising volumes and varieties
of data onto an elastic object store, enterprises can support their growing populations of data analysts,
data scientists, and business managers. They can meet changing business requirements and empower
diverse individuals to drive actions with data. A data scientist can devise a machine learning model that
predicts customer orders based on historical purchases, product reviews, and social media trends, then
deliver that model’s predictions to data analysts and factory managers to assist planning. In these and
other ways, enterprises can use the cloud data platform to consolidate data, correlate data points, and
sharpen how they do business.
The four cloud data platforms profiled here share common objectives of improving ease of use,
performance, and efficiency for similar types of customers. However, each vendor offers a distinct
architectural approach and solves distinct problems. Snowflake runs multiple query workloads on a
single physical dataset while enabling various users to share data views across and between enterprises.
Dremio runs multiple workloads on a single physical dataset and centralizes data governance with a
consolidated semantic layer that replaces individual semantic layers within BI tools. Vertica, meanwhile,
maintains distinct copies of data to optimize distinct workloads while enabling data scientists to build
and execute machine learning models within its platform. Finally, ChaosSearch both searches and
queries a single copy of data to support high-scale log analytics for cloud operations.

Buyer’s Guide
So, how do you evaluate cloud data platform products to ensure you pick the right one? Enterprise data
teams can evaluate products according to six primary criteria.

> Ease of use. Data engineers, data analysts, and data scientists need a cloud data platform that
makes them more productive than a heritage data warehouse or data lake. They need less coding,
more automation, and more intuitive interfaces that accommodate BI, data science, and embedded
analytics use cases.

> Performance. These enterprise data teams need to ensure data analysts, data scientists, and
business owners can access and query data at high speed. Their cloud data platform must meet
service level agreements (SLAs) for throughput, latency, and availability.

> Integration. Enterprise data teams also need a simple architecture that eliminates data silos.
They need to consolidate their data in a cloud data platform that serves multiple teams, tools, and
workloads without a lot of customization.
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> Open architecture. The cloud data platform also should evolve with the business by making
data portable and accessible to many changing users, tools, processing engines, algorithms, and
applications.

> Efficiency. Enterprise data teams need to efficiently utilize storage and compute resources from the
cloud providers. By scaling these resources independently of one another, or predicting compute
costs, they can support various workloads at lower cost.

> Governance. The cloud data platform should help enterprise data teams govern data usage, for
example by providing role-based access controls, data quality checks, and data lineage; or by
reducing data copies.
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About Eckerson Group
Wayne Eckerson, a globally-known author, speaker, and consultant, formed Eckerson
Group to help organizations get more value from their data. His goal was to provide
organizations with expert guidance during every stage of their data and analytics
journey.
Eckerson Group helps organizations in three ways:

> Our thought leaders publish practical, compelling content that keeps data analytics leaders abreast
of the latest trends, techniques, and tools in the field.

> Our consultants listen carefully, think deeply, and craft tailored solutions that translate business
requirements into compelling strategies and solutions.

> Our advisors provide one-on-one coaching and mentoring to data leaders and help software vendors
develop go-to-market strategies.
Eckerson Group is a global research and consulting firm that focuses on data and analytics. Our experts
specialize in data governance, self-service analytics, data architecture, data science, data management,
and business intelligence.
Our clients say we are hard-working, insightful, and humble. It all stems from our love of data and desire
to help organizations turn insights into action. We are a family of continuous learners, interpreting the
world of data and analytics for you
Get more value from your data. Put an expert on your side. Learn what Eckerson Group can do for you!
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About the Sponsor
ChaosSearch helps modern organizations Know
Better™ by activating the data lake for analytics. The
ChaosSearch Data Lake Platform indexes customers’
cloud data, rendering it fully searchable and enabling analytics at scale with massive reductions of time,
cost and complexity.
ChaosSearch was purpose-built for cost-effective, highly scalable analytics encompassing full text search,
SQL and machine learning capabilities in one unified offering. The patented ChaosSearch technology
instantly transforms your cloud object storage (Amazon S3, Google Cloud Storage) into a hot, analytical
data lake.
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